The annual meeting 2022 of DEGUWA e.V. on Underwater Archaeology

**IN POSEIDONS’ REALM XXVII**

with the topic

*Maritime Landscapes*

will be held in close cooperation with the

Archaeological Museum of Istria (AMI)

from May 16, 2022 through May 22, 2022 in Pula, Istria (Croatia)

**CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK PROGRAM**

**DIVING – MONDAY, 16TH MAY 2022**

**A-1 - DIVING TRIP ON THE HISTORICAL WRECK “ETNEA (TIHANY)” - UNIJE ISLAND & GALIOLA CLIFF**

**LOCATION**: WRECK “ETNEA” (UNIJE ISLAND) AND GALIOLA CLIFF  / **COST**: € 120

**LIMIT**: min. 8 participants / **DIVING CATEGORIES**: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more / Included in price:

- bus ride from Pula to Medulin (Diving Centre Shark) and return
- expedition by diving boat to the Unije island and Galiola cliff
- diving accompanied by experienced guides and instructors
- lunch packet with drink

Departure from Pula: 07:30 / Arrival to diving location: 09:00 / Sailing time: 1.20 hours / Return to Medulin: around 15:00

**WRECK “ETNEA (TIHANY)” IN THE UNIJE ISLAND**

**Description**: wreck diving position, diving from the boat - “Tihany” was a steamship of the Croatian-Hungarian society, the Maritime Company that maintained the line Istria - the islands of Lošinj and Cres. It sank in 1914 during a great storm. The wreck is 60 meters long and 7 meters wide. It is located at a depth of 27 to 39 meters and is laid along a wall that goes vertically from the bottom to a depth of 10 meters. Distance: 16 Nm / Depth: 28 m – 40 m

Categories: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more

**GALIOLA, CLIFF**

**Description**: diving wall, diving from the boat - Galiola cliff is located in the Kvarner bay, between Istria and the island of Unije. It stretches in an east-west direction and is about 150 meters long. It is easily recognizable by its lighthouse. The location is on the open sea, so access is possible by boat exclusively. Diving boat is anchored on the south side of the islet about 250 meters from the shore in the extension of the pier, where the depth is about 12 meters. There are two walls that are great for diving, with multiple canyons through which it is possible to dive. The dive ends with an ascent through the canyon leading to a safety stop. This location is one of the most beautiful diving walls in Kvarner bay, full of sea life.

Sea depth: 43 m / Depth: 8 m - 40 m / Categories: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more

**IT IS REQUIRED TO BRING DIVING CERTIFICATE!**

**DIVING INSURANCE IS NOT MANDATORY, BUT IT IS PREFERABLE.**

**Not included in the price**: RENTAL OF DIVING EQUIPMENT - [https://www.diving-shark.hr/en](https://www.diving-shark.hr/en)
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CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK PROGRAM

DIVING – MONDAY, 16TH MAY 2022

A-2 - DIVING TRIP ON THE HISTORICAL WRECK "ETNEA (TIHANY)" - UNIJE ISLAND (WITHOUT THE CLIFF)

LOCATION: WRECK "ETNEA" (UNIJE ISLAND) / COST: € 85
LIMIT: min. 8 participants / DIVING CATEGORIES: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more / Included in price:

- bus ride from Pula to Medulin (Diving Centre Shark) and return
- expedition by diving boat to the Unije island
- diving accompanied by experienced guides and instructors
- lunch packet with drink

Departure from Pula: 07:30 / Sailing time: 1.20 hours / Return to Medulin: around 15:00

WRECK "ETNEA (TIHANY)" IN THE UNIJE ISLAND

Description: wreck diving position, diving from the boat - "Tihany" was a steamship of the Croatian-Hungarian society, the Maritime Company that maintained the line Istria - the islands of Lošinj and Cres. It sank in 1914 during a great storm. The wreck is 60 meters long and 7 meters wide. It is located at a depth of 27 to 39 meters and is laid along a wall that goes vertically from the bottom to a depth of 10 meters. Distance: 16 Nm / Depth: 28 m – 40 m
Categories: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more

It is required to bring diving certificate!
Diving insurance is not mandatory, but it is preferable.
Not included in the price: RENTAL OF DIVING EQUIPMENT - https://www.diving-shark.hr/en
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CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK PROGRAM

SNORKELING – MONDAY, 16TH MAY 2022

**B - GUIDED TOUR OF THE VIŽULA SITE AND SNORKELING IN BIJECA COVE (MEDULIN)**

LIMIT: min. 5 participants / COST: € 40

Included in price:

- bus ride from Pula to Medulin and return
- guided tour of the archaeological park Vižula with augmented reality
- guided snorkeling in Bijeca cove (Underwater Museum trail)
- coffee, lunch

Departure from Pula: 07:30

**VIŽULA PENINSULA**

**Description:** The archaeological remains in this 26-hectare area range from the Neolithic to Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages. The most significant find in Vižula are the remains of an ancient villa. With its dimensions, architecture and decoration, it is one of the most attractive villas in Medulin bay. This is the site of the archaeological park opened as part of the Vižula Archaeological Park project

More Information - [http://medulin.hr/arheoloski-park-vizula](http://medulin.hr/arheoloski-park-vizula) / [http://www.tzom.hr/anu/villa-vizula2](http://www.tzom.hr/anu/villa-vizula2)

**BIJECA COVE**

**Description:** The remains of a sunken Roman period complex belonged to a salt production center, an olive processing plant, and remains that could be attributed to mariculture activities. At the seabed one can see the remains of buildings, a system of canals that regulated the flow of sea water, the construction of the palisade, millstones and other parts of the architecture that belonged to the production plant. With expert guidance, visitors will swim around the site and see archaeological sites in person. The visitors can bring their own mask and snorkel or they can rent one in the nearest Diving Centre
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CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK PROGRAM

EXCURSION - TUESDAY, 17TH MAY 2022

EXCURSION TO THE VELIKI BRIJUN ISLAND (NATIONAL PARK BRIJUNI)

LIMIT: min. 30 participants / COST: € 50
LOCATION: Brijuni Islands / Included in price:

- departure by boat to Veliki Brijun
- entrance to National park Brijuni, professional guide, train excursion of the island, tour of archaeological sites
- boat trip around the Brijuni archipelago
- lunch on the boat, lunch of your choice (fish, meat or veggie), salad, unlimited drinks and a welcome aperitif

Departure from Pula: 08:30 / Guided tour of the island: 10:15 – 14:00 / Return to Pula: around 16:00

ISLAND VELIKI BRIJUN

Description: The excursion starts by boarding the Martinabella boat in Pula (on the waterfront). The boat will take passengers to the central Brijuni port where they will be greeted by tourist guides that will give them a tour of the island. This part of the excursion involves a one-hour ride on the tourist train along the coast and all the way to the north of the island where the Safari Park is located. The tour includes a visit to the site richest in strata, a site that has been inhabited for the longest time on Brijuni, the Byzantine castrum, as well as the nearby St. Mary’s Basilica, the oldest Christian building on the island. Next is the visit to the Bronze Age hillfort and to luxurious 1st-century Roman residential villa in Verige Bay. The tour ends with a visit to the 15th-century church of St. German, which houses a part of the original mosaic from the Verige Bay Roman villa. After visiting the island of Veliki Brijun, the excursion continues with a boat tour of the Brijuni archipelago. The tour includes lunch on the boat.

More information - https://www.np-brijuni.hr
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CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK PROGRAM

EXCURSION - WEDNESDAY, 18TH MAY 2022

A - TRIP TO ROVINJ

LIMIT: max. 40 participants / COST: € 60
LOCATION: City centre of Rovinj (35 km north of Pula)

- bus ride Pula - Rovinj - Pula
- professional tour of the Batana Eco-museum
- professional tour of the city (old town)
- a trip on a traditional batana boat (4-5 people per boat) around the Rovinj peninsula
- traditional fisherman’s lunch / dinner in Spacio
- concert by the local cultural artistic society

Departure from Pula: 08:30

ROVINJ & BATANA ECO-MUSEUM

Description: Through varied research programs based on knowledge, respect for cultural heritage and dialogue, inclusion, innovation, interdisciplinary approach and the use of multimedia, Batana Eco-museum evaluates, protects, interprets, recreates, presents and communicates tangible and intangible maritime heritage and actively reinforces the cultural identity and uniqueness of Rovinj as a pleasant place to live for all of its residents and remarkable destination for all of its visitors.

The spacio or, in the Rovinj dialect, spàcio, is actually a localised version of a tavern or wine cellar and is another peculiarity of Rovinj which helps shape the town’s identity and its people. It is the place where the people of Rovinj, in their stone houses, keep, taste and sell wine, but it is also a place for socialising, eating, playing briškula and trešeta, singing and entertainment.
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DIVING – WEDNESDAY, 18TH MAY 2022

B-1 - DIVING TRIP ON THE WRECK „VIS“

LIMIT: min. 7 participants / COST: € 65

DIVING CATEGORIES: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more / Included in price:

- bus ride from Pula to Medulin (Diving Centre Shark) and return
- expedition by diving boat to the location of Premantura
- diving accompanied by experienced guides and instructors
- lunch packet with drink

Departure from Pula: 07:30 / Sailing time: 20 minutes / Return to Medulin: around 15:00

WRECK „VIS“

Description: wreck diving position, diving from the boat - The flagship "Vis" was constructed in 1953 at the shipyard "Uljanik" in Pula and was launched in 1956. It was designed and used as commanding ship of the Yugoslav Navy until the early nineties of the twentieth century. The ship was 58 m long and 8.5 m wide, weighing a total of 662 tons, with 3 m draught. "Vis" was scuttled on 22nd of May 2016 in the Polje cove near Premantura village, on the southern tip of the Istrian peninsula. It marked a new era of scuba diving in this part of the Adriatic.

Depth: 18 m - 25 m - Categories: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more

It is required to bring diving certificate!

Diving insurance is not mandatory, but it is preferable.

Not included in the price: RENTAL OF DIVING EQUIPMENT - https://www.diving-shark.hr/en/
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DIVING – WEDNESDAY, 18TH MAY 2022

B-2 - CAPE KAMENJAK – CAVE, REEF DIVING POSITION

LIMIT: min. 7 participants / COST: € 65
DIVING CATEGORIES: Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver and more / Included in price:

- bus ride from Pula to Medulin (Diving Centre Shark) and return
- expedition by diving boat to the location
- diving accompanied by experienced guides and instructors
- lunch packet with drink

Departure from Pula: 07:30 / Sailing time: 15 minutes / Return to Medulin: around 15:00

CAPE KAMENJAK – CAVE

Description: caves, depth in caves 3-6m, diving from the boat.
Distance: 3 Nm, Depth: 6 m – 27 m

It is required to bring diving certificate!
Dividing insurance is not mandatory, but it is preferable.
Not included in the price: RENTAL OF DIVING EQUIPMENT - https://www.diving-shark.hr/en/